Thanks,

Hi David,

No comments. Thanks

Senior Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Policy Advisor
Office for Civil Rights & Civil Liberties
Department of Homeland Security
Office:
Blackberry:
Fax:

 Hopefully with attachment this time...

Any comments? Reply with comments to me only by 3pm tomorrow. Thanks.
You both mentioned that you wanted to take a look at the retention memo for the CBP Religious Questioning investigation. The attached draft has been reviewed and approved by Margo, with the exception of new complaints that have been recently opened. The questions presented seems to have the most overlap with Program's Border Screening Projects.

I’m still stumbling through the Compliance/Programs partnership on issues like this, so I apologize for stating the obvious, nonetheless...if you see substantive problems, please raise them first with me or Jeff. This complaint has been through rounds a couple of times (David – it may look familiar to you, you reviewed an early version when you were Acting), so be kind. The next question is usually, “when will this go out?” At a minimum, we have to wait until all 22 complaints come back from the IG, and for Margo and OGC to agree on a version, so probably next week (if there isn’t a shut down).

Let me know if you have any other questions,